The properties of the Karhunen-Lo&e (KL) expansion of the derivative u,(x) of an inhomogeneous random process possessing viscous boundary-layer behavior are studied in relation to questions of efficient representation for numerical Galerkan schemes for computational simulation of turbulence. Eigenfunctions and eigenvalue spectra are calculated for the randomly forced one-dimensional Burgers' model of turbulence. Convergence of the expansion of U, is much slower than convergence of the expansion of U(X), and direct expansion of U, is not significantly more efficient than differentiating the expansion of U. The ordered eigenvalue spectrum of U, is proportional to the square of the order parameter times the eigenvalue spectrum of U. The underlying cause of slow convergence is the earlier onset of locally sinusoidal behavior of the KL eigenfunctions when the expansion is performed over the entire domain of the solution.
The Karhunen-Lo&e (KL) expansion and the related proper orthogonal decomposition of are normally applied directly to the representation of a random function z~(x,t). Given a stationary random function of time that is statistically inhomogeneous on the interval (0,l) the appropriate equations are1' %6'7 
and given by solutions to the eigenvalue problem I ol(z~(x,r)u(x',tj)~,~(x',dx~ =x,g,(x).
The set of orthogonal basis functions (4,) gives an optimal representation of zc(x,t) in the sense that partial sums of (1) converge faster, in the mean square sense, than those of any other orthogonal basis. Since I p(x,f))dx= i A,,)
,t= 1
optimal mean square convergence is equivalent to saying that the energy ordered spectrum of KL eigenvalues decreases faster than the eigenvalue spectrum of any other basis function.
Galerkin solutions based on truncated KL expansions have been used as models of low-dimensional dynamics of ordinary differential equations7 and later for partial differential equati0ns.s When (1) is used in Gale&in solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations the expansion of a derivative is normally taken to be the derivative of the expansion U," g = 2 a,&&).
0) n=l
To assess the efficiency of the KL expansion and to determine the number of terms necessary to achieve a certain accuracy in a Galerkin expansion, it is necessary to know how fast derivatives of the expansion converge.
It is also of interest to ask how much faster an expansion of the derivative itself would converge. (For example, Sirovich' has proposed using the vorticity as a basis for expansion.) Suppose ax= 5 c,(t) Aix>, Analogous to (6), the mean square of U, is given by
whereas from (7)
E2= 5 A,,/ 4;,, dx.
n=l J
We are led to ask how fast the eigenvalue spectrum of the derivative {v~} decreases in comparison to the sequence &J & x dxl. In earlier work6*10,11 . rt has been observed that the higherorder eigenfunctions of the KL expansion are similar in form to the trigonometric functions. It has been suggested that this "locally trigonometric" property may be universal,'0 and recent work using the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation has shown that the eigenfunctions above a certain order are trigonometric if the inhomogeneity is slowly varying. '" In this case the KL expansion reduces to ordinary Fourier expansion, and the eigenfunctions of ~Jx,t) are simply the wave number times the eigenfunction for u(x,~). Hence, one must expect slow convergence of the expansion of u, and relatively little difference between expansions in terms of the eigenfunctions of u and the eigenfunctions of U.K. The foregoing arguments depend strongly on the region of the eigenvalue spectrum in which locally trigonometric behavior occurs. For example, they would be invalid if the structure of the inhomogeneity is such that the eigenfunctions are not locally trigonometric over the energy containing region of the eigenvalue spectrum. In this scenario, the KL expansion could converge significantly faster than ordinary Fourier expansion. Thus, in regard to the eficient representation of derivatives of a jitnction, the merits of IU expansion depend largely upon the order at which the I(L eigenfuncfion becomes locally trigonometric.
Details regarding the calculation procedure to obtain eigenvalues and eigenfunctions from the Fredholm integral equation can be found in Ref. 2. Since the forced Burgers' equation is solved numerically using second-order spatial differencing, the trapezoidal rule is sufficiently accurate to evaluate the Fredholm integral.
The purpose of this Brief Communication is to address the convergence issues stated above by examining the relevant KL expansions of a turbulent-like process. Specifically, Monte Carlo simulations of the randomly forced Burgers' equation solved on the interval (0,l) are performed with noslip boundary conditions. The eigenvalue spectra of the KL expansions of u and u, are compared in Fig. 1 for three Reynolds numbers. Sequency is defined as the number of zero crossings of the eigenfunction on (0,l) and the eigenvalues decrease monotonically with sequency for this process. As observed previously,6 the eigenvalues X, of the expansion of u decrease rapidly, although less so as the Reynolds number increases. At the largest Reynolds number the spectrum of u exhibits an inverse square law dependence on sequency, similar to the well-known minus two slope of the Fourier power spectrum of the Burgers' process, and consistent with locally trigonometric functions outside of the boundary-layer region of the Burgers' process. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are calculated from twoUnlike the X, spectrum, the eigenvalues of the KL expoint spatial correlations of the first derivative, and their depansion of ux(x,t) exhibit a very broad spectrum, indicating pendence upon Reynolds number is investigated. The Burslow convergence. The first two eigenvalues are considerably gers' model was selected because it possesses thin viscous larger than the higher-order eigenvalues, but the spectrum boundary layers at the end points, resulting in strong statisdecays so slowly that the higher-order modes cannot be netical inhomogeneity as the solution makes the transition from glected. At the two largest Reynolds numbers the 7, spectra an outer, inviscid core region containing viscous "shocks" to have significant regions of constant value that correspond to a fully viscous wall layer. Chambers et aA6 investigated the the regions of minus two slope in the X, spectra and the behavior of the KL expansion for this type of process. Their locally trigonometric form of the eigenfunctions. Specifiresults show that the eigenfunctions for the KL expansion cally, in the range of sequences above the first two modes the also possess thin viscous boundary layers at the walls and derivative spectrum is proportional to the square of the seReynolds-number-independent large structure in the core requency times the spectrum of h, . Since the eigenvalue specgion. The eigenvalue spectra were found to contain much of tra decrease monotonically, the sequency is proportional to the energy in the first few modes. They also revealed that the the mode number, and therefore vVm $Xn. This relationship rate at which the expansion converges to within 90% of total is exactly the same as the relationship between the Fourier energy decreases with increasing Reynolds number Re, and power spectra of a random process and its derivative. These that the number of terms needed for 90% convergence at results also show that any attempt to represent u(x,t) with only the energy containing modes of the expansion may significantly underestimate the energy, (i.e., the mean square) of the derivatives, because of the early transition to locally trigonometric behavior.
Another measure of the extent to which direct estimation of U, can improve convergence is examined in Fig. 2 by comparing the energy E2 contained in the first N modes of Eqs. (11) and (12). The inset shows that direct expansion of u, contains significantly more energy in the first few modes, up to, say, five. Beyond that, there is relatively little advantage to direct expansion of U, in comparison to differentiating the expansion of u. The first three modes of the U, expansion contain less than one-third of the total energy.
The number of modes needed to represent the first derivative increases with .Reynolds number (Fig. 3) , as expected in view of the approximate trigonometric form of the higher-order modes.
In summary, although the KL expansion is optimally efficient and captures much of the signa energy in a few modes, it offers no significant reduction in the necessary mode bandwidth if one also wishes to represent spatial derivatives of the Burgers' process. The extension of this conclusion to other processes is straightforward if their KL eigenfunctions assume trigonometric forms at higher orders, for then there is little difference between JCL expansion and ordinary Fourier expansion. The issue for any process is the order at which locally trigonometric behavior begins.
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The KL expansion can represent a process and its derivatives efficiently if its eigenvalue spectrum is narrower than a Fourier spectrum. This can be achieved if the KL eigenfunctions contain wide regions of rapid, inhomogeneous variation where Fourier transformation would result in wide spectra. The viscous boundary-layer region of the present model is such a region, but when the expansion is performed over the entire (0,l) domain, the boundary layer becomes a small fraction of the signal. The interior of the domain contains viscous shocks whose thicknesses are of the same order as the viscous wall layers, but since these shocks are randomly located, the correlation function of U(X,I) is approximately statistically homogeneous in the core region, and the eigenfunctions are therefore locally trigonometric. .  FIG. 3 . Convergence of covariance eigenvalues of the velocity derivative to "R. Moser, "Kolmogorov inertial range spectra for inhomogeneous turbutotal energy for Re=413.5, 1654, and 6616. lence," Phys. Fluids 6, 794 (1994) .
Finally, we remark that it is possible to achieve efficient representation of the entire process, e.g., u(x,t) and its derivatives, by restricting the domain of the eigenfunction expansion to the region of strong inhomogeneity, i.e., the boundary layer, as in Refs. 5 and 8. In effect, this maximizes the inhomogeneity, and minimizes the energy contained in locally trigonometric modes. 
